Modeling and Simulation Engineer in Structural Mechanics or CFD – Kronberg/Ts. (M/F/D)

We are looking for a Modeling and Simulation (M&S) engineer in structural mechanics or CFD to join our M&S capability team at the German Innovation Center at Kronberg/Ts near Frankfurt/M. YOU will have own project responsibility and closely collaborate with the Research & Development (R&D) and the Process & Engineering (P&E) departments to help driving new design directions early in the development phases. You’ll generate in-depth design and technology understanding for the best day-to-day products in the world. Be part of our team and apply now!

**YOU ARE:**
- MSc or PhD of Computational Engineering/ Mechanics/Science or Mechanical Eng., great academic results
- Experienced in Modeling & Simulation of structural mechanics or CFD
- Able to analyze and solve challenges
- Excellent communication & English skills

**WE OFFER:**
- Responsibility and exciting projects
- Diverse and experienced team
- International work environment
- Trainings & career perspectives
- Exciting work environment, competitive salary, Stock options & social programs, etc.

Learn more about careers at P&G www.pgcareers.com
(Modeling and Simulation Engineer: R000024157)